A T T H E SIG N OF T H E P E L IC A N
Sebastian Pryke

O f the surviving collections of eighteenth-century Scottish furniture, one o f the finest and
most intact is that at Holyroodhouse, Edinburgh’s Royal Palace. This is less well known
than it deserves to be; partly because much of it is in the Queen’s private apartments, partly
because Holyroodhouse, and the Royal Collection in general, has far greater treasures; and
partly because there has been little information available about the firm who made it with
which to fan the flames o f recognition. The furniture at Holyroodhouse is thoroughly and
excellently described by Margaret Swain in an article in the Connoisseur, J and readers are
recommended to consult that, this paper being intended to provide some background
information and other documented items for useful comparison.
Young and Trotter were the first Scottish firm o f upholsterers and cabinet makers
working in the eighteenth century to be noted by furniture historians. The Dictionary o f
English Furniture, first published between 19 2 4 and 19 2 7 , cites them in the entry for ‘tea
table’ as having provided, in 17 5 9 , a ‘fine Jam a M ahogany Tea Table with Scoloped
Corners 39 by 30 on top Pillar and Claw feet with castors £ 1 1 5 sh’ .2 Sadly the Dictionary
does not acknowledge, or realise, that they are from Edinburgh and they were consigned to
a similar fate to Francis Brodie.3
Thom as Trotter and Robert Young first appear in 17 4 7 providing upholstery for William
Hall of Dunglass, and there is a billhead from this time which they used on their earliest
accounts (Fig. 1). This depicts a pelican feeding its young surrounded by a crude border of
acanthus leaves, and their warehouse is declared as being ‘at the Pelican within the Head of
the Luckenbooths opposite to the Tolbooth’ . This was at the heart of the High Street of
Edinburgh and was to remain as their warehouse for the next thirty-six years.4 In the
following year, 17 4 8 , they first advertised in the Edinburgh newspapers offering a large
assortment of upholstery goods.5 These adverts often carried the pelican engraving as an eye
catcher. Nothing is known of the training of either member of the partnership, and little of
their family background, other than that Trotter’s father was a merchant; research is further
complicated by other members of the Trotter clan with similar names and professions. Thus
Thomas Trotter the upholsterer, whose son William ultimately succeeded him, had a cousin
Thomas, a merchant, who also had a son William with whom he worked. To complicate
matters further the cousins often seemed to have worked for the same patrons, and
frequently undertook funerals together. A portrait of a Thomas Trotter is known, and is
inscribed both Merchant & Burgess’ of Edinburgh and, in a much later hand, ‘ a maker of
fine furniture’ (Fig. 14 ). It could be either man (Thomas the upholsterer being a member o f
the Merchant Company like his cousin), but it is nice to think that this Thomas may be
proudly sitting on a chair made by his own firm.
One o f the most curious aspects of the careers of Robert Young and Thomas Trotter is
that neither man appears to have been a member of the Incorporation of Wrights, the body
which governed cabinet makers and upholsterers in Edinburgh. They must have come to an
agreement with the Incorporation in order to practise their trade, and take on apprentices,
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i. Bill tor goods supplied to The Countess of Cassillis, 1747
Scottish Record Office

1 . Pembroke table by Young & Trotter, 1801
Sir David Kinloch, Gilmerton House, East Lothian
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3. Young, Trotter &c Hamilton. Princes Street Warehouse, engraving by
J. C. Nattes
Courtesy David Jones
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4. Easy chair, attributed to Young &
Trotter

5. Easy chair, attributed to Young &
Trotter
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but it is extraordinary that such a successful firm never appears in the minutes or accounts o f
the Incorporation. Perhaps this lack o f political involvement was the secret o f their success.
They certainly undertook municipal commissions, making furniture for Register House,
and the Assem bly Room s, but the bulk o f their known clients are individuals, and accounts
to well over fort)’ exist. Let us now consider the history and progress o f the firm in greater
detail, before discussing several items o f furniture made by them which have recently come
to light.
Young & Trotter were continually expanding into new areas and in 17 5 2 they entered
into a partnership with Jam es Caddell6 with the intention o f carrying on: ‘the BUSINESS o f
U N D E R T A K IN G for FU N ER A L S . . . as practised at London’.7 This partnership only
lasted tw o years, but Young & Trotter continued to offer undertaking as one of their
services. Lavish sums were spent on funerals, and wealthy patrons generally found their
funeral supervised by one o f the partners. In this w ay Young & Trotter were no doubt
hoping to impress future clients, while m aking a tidy profit for organising w hat were very
complicated affairs. Thus their account for the funeral o f the Earl o f Cassillis in 1 7 7 5 ,8
included payments to over two dozen servants, hire o f a hearse and three mourning coaches,
and many banners and escutcheons. This procession travelled from Edinburgh to Culzean
in Ayrshire, Robert Young having his own carriage paid for. The final account, which came
to £ 2 3 4 , included the sum o f seven guineas for Young’s attendance. As we shall see the firm
did later provide much furniture for Culzean, and also buried the Countess o f Cassillis in
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6. Card table by Young 8c Trotter,
1803-04

7. Dressing table by Young 8c Trotter,
1803-04

Private Collection

Private Collection

17 9 4 .9 Her funeral was a rather more modest affair, although the coffin and its lead liner
cost over thirty pounds. Trotter & C o., the merchants, provided ‘Wine, Spirits, seedplumb
Cake and Biscuit’, as they did at the funerals o f Jam es Stewart in 1 7 7 1 10 and the Earl of
Breadalbane in 1 7 8 2 ,11 both organised by Young & Trotter.
In 17 6 4 Young & Trotter once again went into partnership with a third party, this time a
William Cheap, with the purpose of making carpets ‘on the same principle as the Persian
carpets’ and of the ‘kind usually called Scotch carpets’.12 They designed all the patterns
themselves, and also dyed the yarns, soon putting this practical ability to further good use by
going into the manufacturing o f blankets.13
Young Sc Trotter are first known to have provided furniture, as opposed to upholstery, in
1 7 5 4 ,14 but it w as not until 17 7 3 that they actually called themselves Upholsters and
Cabinet M akers.15 This development had however been preceded by their opening of a new
w areroom 16 on Princes Street in 17 7 2 (Fig. 3). This w as yards from the recently completed
North Bridge, which finally gave safe and clear access to the N ew Tow n of Edinburgh. The
N ew Tow n had been growing rapidly since its inception in 17 6 7 and Young & Trotter had
been building workshops on this site, sloping steeply away from Princes Street to the south,
since 1 7 7 0 .17 This w as a shrewd move; here w as an expanding market o f houseowners on
an unprecedented scale, all wanting to furnish their new homes in the latest fashion. Young
Sc Trotter had everything they could possibly want ‘ P R E S E N T L Y IN T A S T E ’ under one
roof ‘at their Cabinet W arehouse’ . This included furniture for Libraries, Halls, Dining
Room s, Drawing Room s, Bed Chambers and Dressing Room s such as (in slightly edited
form):
Book-cases, Secretary-Wardrobes, commodes, bureaus, chest of drawers, writing-tables, Windsor
and proper hall-chairs, lanthoms in wood linn’d iron and brass, window blinds; a variety of Chairs,
as: Cabriole, Bamboo, French, Parma, Chinese, and plain; in Mahogany, Walnuttree, Elm, Beech, and
other woods; Sofas and Conversation pieces; Tea Card and China Tables; Dining, Breakfast and
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8. Hall chair by Young & Trotter,
1 8 0 3 —04

9. Bamboo chair by Young & Trotter,
18 0 3 -0 4

Private Collection

Private Collection

10 . Sofa table, by Young & Trotter, c. 18 0 5
Private Collection
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i i . Hall chair by Young & Trotter, 18 0 1
Sir David Kinloch, Gilmerton House, East Lothian
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12 . Linen airer by Young & Trotter, 1801
Sir David Kinloch, Gilmerton House, East
Lothian
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13 . Dressing glass by Young & Trotter,
1801
Sir David Kinloch, Gilmerton House, East
Lothian

Sideboard Tables; wine coolers and ornamental Vases on pedestals; Beds of all different kinds now in
use, as four posted, can ed, flurted and plain . . . &c. & c .18
The list continues, ending with a reminder o f the:
compleat assortment of Upholster)’ Goods, [available] at their ware house in the Luckenbooths, as
Carpets, Blankets, printed Papers, and all different kinds of Silk, Worsted, and washing stuffs in use
for furniture.
The upholster)’ warehouse appears to have been Thomas Trotter’s prime concern, if a letter
o f 1 7 8 1 is anything to go by. This has a note saying that Trotter was available either at his
‘shop in the Luckenbooths’ from ten till eight, and after that at his house in G osford’s
C lose.19 However both partners wrote and signed letters relating to all aspects o f their
business, Robert Young for instance writing to the Earl o f Lauderdale’s factor concerning
the printed papers noted above.20
Throughout their career they seem to have been specialists in the production o f drawing
room furniture. As well as offering such furniture for sale from their workshops, in 17 8 0
and 17 8 2 they sold complete sets, including curtains and carpets, from recently furnished
houses,21 the implication being that they had made them themselves. The span o f their
business interests would have enabled them to provide exceptionally unified interiors, with
the minimum o f fuss and maximum economy. A letter of 17 6 1 suggests that they were not
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14. Portrait of Thomas Trotter by William Miller, c. 1780. Inscribed:
‘Merchant Burgess of Edinburgh, a maker of fine furniture’ Present
whereabouts unknown
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above copying other manufacturers’ pieces, a common practice outside London, and also
gives a flavour of their role as complete house furnishers:
To David Gavin Esqr of Langtoun
Sir
As I promised after leaving Langtoun I called at Marchmont House & found the drawing Room there
had three settees in it — one of them Large which stands opposite to the fire & the two smaller placed
on each side of the door from the Salon — which is all the Room ever had or can admit of — there are
1 z Chairs & z stools which go into the Windows beside & these fill the room as it should be — Your
Drawing Room will not contain so much without crouding it — but z Sophas 6c 8 or 9 Chairs cannot
be too much for your Room
The chairs in Marchmont drawing Room have a fret cut upon the feet whether you would incline
yours done so or in plain, you will be able to judge from your haveing seen these Chairs 6c others
plain —
If you send an order for your Chairs by Robert Ronald we shall have leisure to execute them with
due care 6c it will then be much our fault if they are not very well executed — I beg the favor of you to
present my respectfull Compliments to Mrs Gavin 8c I am
Sir your Obedt Servt
Robert Young22
Marchmont had one of the most fashionable interiors in Scotland, and a contemporary
diarist had noted that ‘the Salon is a grand room, and finished in high and good taste. The
fine Furniture o f Lady M archmont’s room [perhaps the Drawing Room] was covered with
paper and the Library locked up, which were great wants’ .23 David Gavin was a neighbour
o f the Earl o f Marchmont, and clearly wished to emulate him. He bought his drawing room
furniture, as recommended, from Young 8c Trotter for the total price of £90 (but was
extremely lax in paying). It would be fascinating to know how much Lord Marchmont
paid.
One o f Young 8c Trotter’s most able competitors was William Hamilton, who had been
in partnership with his son Jam es since 1 7 7 Z . Among many other commissions Hamilton 8c
Son completely refurnished Hamilton Palace for the Duke o f Hamilton in 17 7 8 , but by
17 9 0 William had retired from the business. The two competitors decided to combine,
Jam es Hamilton selling what stock they could not use and disposing o f his warehouse.24 The
new company Young, Trotter and Hamilton commenced on z 6 April 17 9 0 ,25 and was
responsible for furnishing Holyroodhouse, which had been lent to the heirs to the French
throne in 17 9 6 . The total amount for the fitting up of these apartments came to
£ 2 ,6 13 1 3 s. 9 J/2d., and Young 8c Trotter must have been the only firm in Edinburgh with
such a stock o f high quality furniture available in their warehouses. Indeed in 17 9 7 they
berated their competitors with the claim that their large warehouses were stocked with the
most elegant furniture, and that ‘the E X T E N SIV E STO C K they employ in the Trade inables
them to prevent being either outdone in V A R IE T Y or PRIC E’ .26
In 17 9 7 a further partner was added in the person of Thomas Trotter’s son William, the
firm now becoming Young, Trotter, Hamilton and Trotter.27 However by 18 0 1 James
Hamilton seems to have either died or retired and accounts are made out in the name of
Young 8c Trotters for the ensuing four years. Then on 1 1 M ay 18 0 5 it was announced in the
Caledonian M ercury that William Trotter had ‘succeeded to the Old Establishment’ of
Young 8c Trotters, of which he ‘had been for nine years the Junior Partner’ . He then goes on
to say that having ‘ from his infancy devoted his whole attention to the C A B IN E T and
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U PH O LST ER Y BUSINESS . . . he humbly presumes to hope the Customers of the House
will experience no alteration in the execution of their orders’ . Thus was born the firm of
William Trotter, which dominated Scottish cabinet making and upholstery for the next
thirty years, in much the same w ay as the firm of his father had for the previous thirty.
RECENT DISCOVERIES

In 1988 Laurance Black acquired an easy chair (Fig. 4) whose legs have the form o f the
traditional Scottish ‘ Cockpen’ chair. On its being reupholstered it was discovered that the
canvas backing had Young & Trotter stamped on it (Fig. 5), suggesting that the firm had
either made or reupholstered the chair. Another entirely different chair has recently come up
for sale at Sotheby’s,28 with similar stamped canvas. This is probably reused sacking from
bales of material, but whether it can be used as evidence of manufacture is open to debate.29
We are on much firmer ground with various pieces at a private house in the south-west of
Scotland made in 18 0 3 and 1804. The total account came to £ 2 9 1 145. and was essentially
furniture and upholstery for two bedrooms, the parlour and the dining room. Items which
survive include ‘a pair of M ahogany round cornered Card Tables finished with Cross
banding and stringing £9 9s.’ (Fig. 6); ‘4 Hall chairs backs carved 8c panneld @ 32s. 6d.’
(Fig. 8); ‘A M ahogany Dressing Table wt Dressg accomodation Complete on Castors
£6 1 os.’ (Fig. 7). Also of much interest is the sofa table (Fig. 10) which must have been
supplied slightly later, probably by William Trotter alone. This is of an identical pattern to
pieces made by Trotter for Paxton House in 18 1 4 and i 8 i 5 . 30M any other pieces survive in
this house such as chest o f drawers, dressing glasses and bed cornices, as well as one o f the
original set o f six ‘Bamboo chairs cane seats painted rosewood 8c yellow @ 15 /6 ’ (Fig. 9).
Bamboo chairs often appear in the accounts and advertisements of Young 8c Trotter, and
there is an identical one to this at Abbotsford, which is notable as Sir Walter Scott’s desk
also betrays marked similarities to pieces discussed in this article. The finest bamboo chairs
the firm made were for Culzean, in Ayrshire. These were described in the account o f 1 1 June
1:793 as ‘ 8 Bamboo Elbow Rush Bottom’d Chairs neatly painted @ 20s. 6d.’ and originally
had two sofas to match. The chairs survive at Culzean, although they now have cane seats.31
Little o f the furniture at Culzean has been accounted for, and it is tempting to think that
Young 8c Trotter may have provided much o f it; they had long links with the family, and to
take but one example the hall chairs are not unlike those illustrated here.
‘ 6 M ahogany Hall chairs with oval backs and seats @ 3 5 s. 6d.’ (Fig. 1 1 ) were also made
by Young 8c Trotter for Sir Alexander Kinloch of Gilmerton House, East Lothian, in 1 8 0 1.
The painted ‘crest and motto’ costing a further 8s. 6 d. for each chair. This commission was
remarkably similar to that discussed above, with William Trotter completing it.32 The
account was queried at length by Sir Alexander, and Young 8c Trotter duly explained the
cost of each noted item, the total of £37 4 finally being settled in full on 18 M ay 18 0 3 . The
furniture at Gilmerton is equal in quality to that at Holyroodhouse, there being in particular
a very fine pembroke table (Fig. 2) described as a ‘ mahogany Octagon Pembroke table
ornamented with crossbanding and stringing £3 3s.’ ; two oval satinwood pembroke tables
were also made at twice the price of this one. Other items which survive are a ‘M ahogany
Bureau’, a ‘M ahogany W ardrobe’, a ‘Dressing glass’ (Fig. 13 ) and a single example o f the ‘ 3
claw footed linen airers @ 9s. 6 d .' listed in the account (Fig. 12 ). Again, many bamboo
chairs were also supplied, some o f them partly gilded. The most striking items were however
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the ‘ z square Pier Glass frames finished with glass Borders, the frames in Burnished Gold for
your mirrors @ £3 15 s .’ These were obviously deemed to be too plain, and were later
embellished with the ‘ z carved Top ornaments for Glass Frames in Burnished Gold
@ 13 s. 9d ' which are still evident.
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